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What is BMX Mini Wheelers? 
Known as “BMX Mini Wheelers”, participants ride what are known as balance bikes, that is bikes with 

no pedals. 

Good balancing skills are fundamental in learning how to ride a bike, yet it's often something we 

expect our kids to master after they've learnt how to use pedals. What grownups often forget is that 

learning how to stay upright on two wheels is as natural as learning how to stay upright on two feet, 

and can be mastered by a toddler in just a few hours. Once balance is established, pedalling is a 

breeze! 

BMX Mini Wheelers riders develop balance, motor skills and independence to begin riding a bike. 

Riders will be able to develop basic skills, allowing their development in the sport as they progress on 

to the more traditional BMX bike around the age of five years of age. BMX clubs across Australia will 

be able to deliver activities to BMX Mini Wheelers through existing resources and track facilities. 

Balance bikes have become commonplace for children between the ages of 18months and 4years in 

recent times, replacing training wheels and tricycles. The introduction of the BMX Mini Wheelers, 

engages these young riders not just for progression through BMX, but to pass on important 

development skills for young children. 

In this new category, BMX Australia has two ambassadors for the BMX Mini Wheelers in Dex and Lex. 

Aimed at engaging with the younger age group, Dex and Lex are just like the riders themselves who 

will be riding in this new category. They are a fun, energetic and playful pair who loves to ride their 

Mini Wheeler bikes; they love to get out on the track to develop their skills which they practice 

regularly so they can help their friends make the move up to a Sprocket Rocket. 
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Membership 
Following the successful trial and demonstration of the balance bike concepts at the 2012 BMX 

Australia National Championships, BMX Australia is excited to open a new category of participation 

to children as young as 2 years old within the sport of BMX. The BMX Mini Wheeler membership is 

an open membership and is able to be used at all BMX Australia member tracks. 

BMX Mini Wheelers memberships can be coordinated by the club or completed online through the 

BMX Australia website. Riders have to attain the age of 2 years to be eligible for BMX Australia 

membership. 

As riders develop their skills that can progress into the Sprocket Rocket membership category via a 

membership upgrade or at the time of membership renewal. 

 

Insurance 
All members of BMX Australia, including BMX Mini Wheelers are covered under the BMX Australia 

insurance policy which is currently in place and can be comfortable that they are covered for 

Personal Accident and Public Liability Insurance. 

 

Equipment 
Some specific tips on safe equipment will greatly reduce the risk of accident or injury and will 

increase comfort for the riders. For Mini Wheelers, the following equipment is required. 

Bike 

The balance bike is free from any cables, chains, sprockets, pedals protrusions that can harm your 

child. The Balance bike is steady, stable, safe and is of lightweight design and low centre. 

The Mini Wheeler bike must not have any pedals or cranks 

The total diameter of the wheel, inflated tyres included shall not exceed 13” (33.02cm) and the Mini 

Wheelers total length including wheels must not exceed 35” (90cm) 

Why are there no brakes on a balance bike? 

In an emergency, the natural instinct of young children is to put their feet down (rather than pulling 

a brake) and therefore, deems a brake irrelevant. Also, children find it difficult to hold the 

handlebars in their current format never mind trying to extend their short fingers to pull a brake. 

Helmet 

Helmets protect the head and brain in the case of an accident or fall. Mini Wheelers must wear an 

approved helmet for all activities (stack hats are permitted) and helmet straps must be securely 

fastened. And remember, “No helmet, no ride”. 

Protective Equipment 
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Dex and Lex recommend that all BMX Mini Wheelers wear long pants, long sleeved shirts, covered 

shoes and full fingered gloves. Knee and elbow pads are available for children as additional safety 

gear. 

 
 
 

  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Track 
The BMX Mini Wheeler track can come in varied forms and it will really depend on the facilities you 

have available at your club. 

Purpose built track 

If you have the ability to build a purpose built BMX Mini Wheeler track then the recommendation is 

that you have a space of approx. 30m x 30m. The track should be a continuous flow from start to 

finish, have three berms with a combination or rollers and table tops on straight aways and a finish 

line. The track is recommended to be approx. 3 metres wide and about 150 – 200 metres in length. 

Track on the Road 

 If you have a flat surface like a road or car park then it is recommended that you create a track with 

a length of up to 200 metres using cones and possibly with wooden jumps or just on the flat ground. 

Using the existing BMX Track 

It is possible that the clubs BMX track can be used however the section should be very easy to 

control. It is important that if you are using the BMX track for BMX Mini Wheelers that no other 

riders are on the track at the same time. 
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Coordinator 
It is recommended that the club appoint a BMX Mini Wheeler Coordinator to oversee the BMX Mini 

Wheeler activity at your club. Due to the level of participation parents and volunteers can also assist. 

The role of the coordinator and volunteers is not so much the teaching or coaching element and 

more about facilitation 

Awards 
BMX Mini Wheelers are all about fun and participation. The club may offer awards and if so all 

awards provided must be the same for each rider as per the Junior Sports Policy. No money or gift 

vouchers are to be used for awards. 
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Activities 
The activities in this BMX Mini Wheelers Activity Resource have been developed to complement the 

new BMX Mini Wheeler membership category. They are primarily designed for children aged 2-4 

years old. More specifically, they are designed to help children new to balance bikes gain essential 

skills to ride balance bike and help existing balance bike riders improve their riding skills.  

 

The Game is the Focus 

The underpinning concept involves the use of games to facilitate the delivery of the skill 

development activities. It must be FUN! Children develop skills through fun, game-like activities (by 

‘playing the game’) rather than through traditional skills and drills. 

‘Game sense’ is an approach to coaching that uses games and game-like activities as the focus of the 

practice activity. Games are fun and motivating and allow children of all abilities to participate, enjoy 

and contribute to the games. 

 

Top Instruction Tips 

 All Mini Wheeler activities should be comprised of: 

o an objective or goal, 

o a fun activity via a game, 

o feedback from the coach / parent / session coordinator 

o feedback from the children 

 ‘Talk through, walk through’ should be used as much as possible prior to any activity 

 Safety is extremely important. Detailed risk assessments should be undertaken prior to 

every coaching activity and great care should be taken throughout  

 The Mini Wheelers should have a parent with them at all times, if possible. 

 

Top Rider Tips 

 Listen to the coach’s instructions 

 Always look in the direction you are riding 

 Have fun! 

 

 



 
 
 

Am I ready to ride game 

Activity Activity/Game Quick Questions 

 

Helmet 

and 

Clothing 

Checks 

 

 

 

ACTIVITY INSTRUCTIONS: 

 Explain the importance of wearing appropriate BMX clothing for riding 

 Demonstrate how to correctly fit a helmet. Have children put on their own helmet and then check a partners 

helmet (age dependant). Ensure parents are involved and know how to correctly fit a helmet for their child 

 Conduct a game of “Duck, Duck, Helmet” – have all the riders in a circle, with their helmet off and on the 

ground in front of them. Allocate each rider in the circle a number. Call out two numbers (or more) at a time, 

riders are to put their helmet on, run around the circle, sit back in their spot and remove their helmet, 

placing is safely and correctly back on the ground in front 

 

LOOK FOR:  

 Helmet correctly fitted and safe for use 

 Appropriate clothing for riding 

 

SAFETY:  

 Ensure that there is sufficient space between groups/children and the activity area is obstacle-free 

 

1. Why is wearing a 

helmet that fits my 

head important? 

 

2. Parents: What 

should you check 

the helmet for each 

time it’s worn? 

 

3. What could happen 

if I was wearing 

loose clothing or my 

shoelaces were 

untied? 
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Bike Twister game 

Activity Activity/Game Quick Questions 

 

Bike 

Checks 

 

 

 

ACTIVITY INSTRUCTIONS: 

 in their spot and remove their helmet, placing is safely and correctly back on the ground in front 

 Explain the main parts of a balance bike and instruct the riders to point out each part on their own bike  

 Check all bikes to ensure they are safe to ride. Identify and discuss any issues with parents 

 Conduct a game of “Bike Twister” - divide the group in to small groups of 2–4, with each group having one 

bike held by an assistant/parent. Call out the name of bike parts, one at a time. With each call, each member 

is required to touch the designated bike part with one body part. The next call, they must continue to touch 

the last bike part and reach for the next bike part with another body part, and so on 

 

LOOK FOR:  

 Bikes is good working order 

 

SAFETY:  

 Ensure that there is sufficient space between groups/children and the activity area is obstacle-free 

 

1. What are the main 

parts of the bike? 

 

2. How do I know my 

bike is safe to ride? 

 
3. Where can my bike 

go if something is 

wrong with it? 
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Wheelie game 

 

Activity Activity/Game Quick Questions 

 

Wheeling 

the Bike & 

Stopping 

the Bike 

 

ACTIVITY INSTRUCTIONS: 

 Show the rides how to safely wheel their bike while walking 

 Conduct the Wheelie Game – whilst riders are walking their bike, call out “Three, two, one, stop!” and 

observe the riders stopping walking and keeping their bike upright. Once confident at this skill, use less of 

a countdown, until you are calling “Stop!” on its own 

 

LOOK FOR: 

 No lifting or skidding of wheels 

 Controlled and quick stopping on quick stopping exercise 

 Full control so that the bike goes where they want it to go! 

 Slight lean of bike into body 

 Fingers softly on the handlebars at all times - discourage the ‘grip-of-death’ on the handlebars. 

 

CHANGE UP / CHANGE DOWN: 

 Have the riders walk their bikes through cones and other obstacles so that they are aware of the balancing 

issues  

 

SAFETY: 

 Caution riders of the risk of feet getting struck under wheels 

 

DIAGRAM REFERENCE: FIGURE 1 – “Straight Zone – Straight” 

 

1. What would happen 

to you if you were on 

the bike and you 

stopped too quickly? 

 

2. Give an example of 

when you would 

need to stop quickly?  
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Super Glide Challenge game 
 

Activity Activity/Game Quick Questions 

 

Mount, 

Dismount 

Gide and 

Stop 

 

ACTIVITY INSTRUCTIONS: 

 Provide a demonstration of a successful mount, start position, glide, controlled stop and dismount 

 Allow riders to practice this activity by teaching mounting and dismounting first, then gliding and then 

how to stop safely and then putting it all together 

 Once comfortable, conduct the “Super Glide Challenge” using the imagery of being a bird floating in the 

sky. What bird are you? Repeat the above activity without a set “stop zone” , allowing only 4 pushes on 

the ground from the start position. Measure who can glide for the longest before putting their foot down 

(and still ride straight!) Repeat and encourage riders to glide for longer than their previous attempt 

 Introduce a “Slow Zone” (use different coloured cones) and encourage the riders to slow down in this 

zone, then push again and glide to the end. Vary the location of the “Slow Zone” to change the activity 

 

LOOK FOR: 

 Improved control and balance at keeping the bike straight, gliding and slowing down in the identified zone 

 

CHANGE UP / CHANGE DOWN: 

 Hold up coloured sheets of paper (or other items) to encourage the rider’s focus of attention from narrow 

(the wheel or ground in front) to broad (the  surrounding environment) and to look where they are going 

 Encourage the rider to glide for longer periods, encouraging them to lift their feet for as long as possible 

 

SAFETY: 

 Allow sufficient “wander room” (at least 2m space between riders) 

 

DIAGRAM REFERENCE: Figure 1 – “Straight Zone – Straight” 

 

1. Where are you 

looking (ensure it is 

up, forward and a 

distance away)? 

 

2. Is it harder or easier 

to keep balanced if 

you go faster or 

slower? 
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Simon Says 

 

Activity Activity/Game Quick Questions 

 

Starting 

and 

Stopping 

(On Bike)  

 

ACTIVITY INSTRUCTIONS:  

 Riders to move off in single file on the Simple Circuit, staying approximately 1m behind the rider in front. 

 Once comfortable, introduce a game of “Simon Says” using the skills taught during previous activities.  

 On your command, ask riders to stop, push, mount, dismount or glide as a game of “Simon Says”. Riders 

can be eliminated to a second circuit (space and time permitting) until one rider  remains in the original 

circuit 

 Riders one metre apart 

 

LOOK FOR: 

 Ability to successfully complete all skills on command 

 Balance at all times and confidently keeping feet up 

 Controlled speed so riders do not run into each other 

 

CHANGE UP / CHANGE DOWN 

 Riders lacking balance can sit on the seat and “scoot” with both feet through this activity. 

 

SAFETY: 

 Ensure riders are well spread out and do not overlap wheels at any time 

 

DIAGRAM REFERENCE: Figure 2 – “Simple Circuit” 

 

 

1. Where are you 

looking? 

 

2. How soon before 

where you want to 

stop do you need to 

put your feet down? 

 

3. If there is a rider in 

front of you, do you 

have enough room to 

stop if you need to? 
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What Can I See? 

 

Activity Activity/Game Quick Questions 

 

Scanning 

 

ACTIVITY INSTRUCTIONS: 

 Instruct riders to mount the bike, assume the start position, start, power glide, perform a controlled stop and 

dismount. Repeat the activity, asking the riders to complete the activity looking to their side.  

 Conduct What Can I See? – Using a series of scanning cards, hold up the cards and ask the riders to identify the 

colour/image on/shape of the scanning card that you are holding up (encouraging broad not narrow vision and 

skill application) 

 

CHANGE UP/CHANGE DOWN: 

 Using Fig 1 “Straight Zone” – complete activity one handed, stand to the side and give “high fives” to the riders 

(ensure you do both sides) or ask riders to “wave to the crowd” 

 Using Fig 2 “Slalom Zone” – conduct the What Can I See? Activity 

 Increase/decrease the number of scanning cards or the locations they are shown (e.g. only in front or to the 

left and right and behind) 

 

LOOK FOR: 

 Improved confidence from riders through controlled riding, stopping & comfort on the bike 

 Broad not narrow vision; looking up, not down! 

 All riders mounting and dismounting from the left side of the bike 

 

SAFETY NOTE: 

 Allow approximately 2 metres between each rider 

 

DIAGRAM REF: Figure 1 - “Straight Zone- Straight” & Figure 3 - “Straight Zone - Slalom” 

1. Why is it 

important to look 

up in front of us or 

to the side? 

 

2. Is it easy or hard 

to ride in a straight 

line one handed? 
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Rock and Weave 
 

Activity Activity/Game Quick Questions 

 

Slalom 

 

ACTIVITY INSTRUCTIONS: 

 Using the “Slalom Zone”, instruct riders to weave in and out of the cones, maintain good control of their 

bike and successfully weaving in and out of the cones 

 Once confident with this skill, conduct a Slalom Relay – divide the riders into even groups, ensuring 

sufficient space between teams and even placement of cones. On “go”, each team completes the slalom 

course 

 

LOOK FOR: 

 Improved confidence from riders through controlled riding, stopping & comfort on the bike 

 Broad not narrow vision; looking up, not down! 

 All riders mounting and dismounting from the left side of the bike 

 

CHANGE UP/CHANGE DOWN: 

 Increase/decrease the speed of the activity 

 Increase/decrease the space between the cones 

 

SAFETY NOTE: 

 Allow approximately 2m between each rider 

 

DIAGRAM REF: Figure 1 - “Straight Zone - Straight” & Figure 3 - “Straight Zone - Slalom” 

1. Is it easy or hard to 

control the bike when 

riding through the 

cones? 

 

2. Can you still balance 

the bike with only 

one hand? 

 
3. When might you 

need to ride one 

handed? 
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How Low Can you Go? 

 
Activity Activity/Game Quick Questions 

 

Ducking 

(Bike 

Limbo) 

ACTIVITY INSTRUCTIONS: 

 Commence riders riding around the “Simple Circuit”, once comfortable, instruct the riders to gently duck 

their head when they approach the “red zone” in the circuit. Once comfortable, instruct riders to duck 

lower whilst still maintaining speed and bike control. Introduce the limbo stick (pool noodle), and continue 

to roll the riders around the circuit, with the limbo stick in place as the riders pass through the “red zone”. 

 Maintain the “Simple Circuit” and conduct a game of How Low Can you Go? – start the game with the 

limbo stick (pool noodle) at a height that is achievable by all riders and gradually drop the height until all 

riders are eliminated.  

 

CHANGE UP/CHANGE DOWN: 

 Adjust the height of the limbo stick slower or faster to maintain or decrease the number of riders in the 

activity 

 Do not introduce the limbo stick for less confident riders 

 

LOOK FOR: 

 Riders maintaining good bike control skills during the activity 

 Controlled speed on the circuit and awareness of the riders around them 

 

SAFETY: 

 Ensure riders maintain at least 1m space from the rider in front 

 Consider a demonstration of the activity including a “failed” attempt at riding under the limbo stick to show 

it is safe to run into it 

 

DIAGRAM REFERENCE: Figure 2 “Simple Circuit” 

1. When might you 

need to duck when 

riding your bike? 

 

2. Can you still ride 

straight if you are 

ducked down? 
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Links 
BMX Australia Mini-Wheelers: www.bmxaustralia.com.au 

Strider Bikes photostream on flickr: http://www.flickr.com/photos/stridersports/ 

Strider Bikes on Pinterest: http://pinterest.com/stridersports/ 

Strider Bikes on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/StriderBikes 
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DAIGRAM REFERENCE – Figure 1 – “Straight Zone – Straight” 
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DAIGRAM REFERENCE – Figure 2 – “Simple Circuit” 
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DAIGRAM REFERENCE – Figure 3 – “Slalom Zone” 
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